CommXPRESS

Powerful Asset tracking tool delivered
in a hosted off-the-shelf package...

Designed for operations with
significant asset management
needs, but limited resources
Designed as a hosted only, 1-2 user application,
CommXPRESS provides all the tools needed to effectively manage communications assets without having
to worry about server space, bandwidth, or IT support.
This combined with remote installation and training
means you can focus your resources where they are
needed most- on your operation.
While it may be more condensed, CommXPRESS is still
packed with the same standard asset management
features as CommSHOP 360º and CommASSET 360º.
And since we hosted the application, all you need to
run it is an internet connection.

System Requirements (minimum)
OPERATING SYSTEM: 		

Windows 2000

HARDWARE: 			

Pentium 3, 512Mb RAM

SOFTWARE: 			

Citrix ICA Web Client

NETWORK SPEED:

mcmtechnology.com

10 Mb (min) 100Mb (rec.)

CommXPRESS Modules
AGENCY MODULE
Manage the different organizations you work
with. View asset assignments, work orders,
billing info and more from an agency level.
ASSET MODULE
Track an array of asset specific information
such as location, assignment, status, programming info, work orders and more.
REPORTING MODULE
Take advantage of an array of standard reports
or have us custom build a report suited to your
exact needs.

About Our Hosting Facility
When it comes to hosting, MCM doesn’t take any
chances. We need a partner that can provide us with
the most reliable and secure hosting services available on the market today. Therefore, we partnered
with Venture Technologies to ensure that our customers data would be guaranteed secure and accessible no matter the circumstances.
Venture’s 10,000-sq.-ft. facility features best-in-class
network, security, and power infrastructures. Their
Data Center hosts our VTCloud®—an agile, scalable,
fully virtualized pool of server, storage, and network
assets—that powers Venture’s portfolio of VTCloud®
Services. Our engineering, operations, and help-desk
staffs use robust tools and industry best practices to
deliver award-winning service. Services include aggressive SLAs—up to 99.999% uptime.
For more info, visit them on the web at ventech.com

